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ABSTRttCT

Digital computers are soon expected to be applied to

various real-time safety and safety-related systems in nuclear

power plants. Hitachi is now engaged in the development of a

micro-processor controlled process radiation monitoring system,

which operates on digital processing methods employed with a

log ratemeter. A newly defined methodology of design and test

procedures is being applied as a means of software program

verification for these safety systems. Recently implemented

micro-processor technology will help to achieve an advanced

man-machine interface and highly reliable performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are growl z% demands for high reliability and

improved cost-performance of measurement/control equipment used

to achieve a higher level of availability and economy in

nuclear power plants. To meet these demands, extensive efforts

are being made to utilize micro-processors.

A micro-processor controlled system is characterized by:

(1) Reduced costs through the use of more standardized

hardware components, and a general decrease in the

overall number of components.

(2) Increased maintenability through use of an automatic

adjusting function, a self diagnosing function, etc.

(3) Increased measuring accuracy through reduced drift.

Use of micro-processors, on the other hand, makes it

necessary to give due consideration to the quality of software

programs, and engineering efforts must be made to establish and

then standardize their design and verification

methodologies.(1)(2^

Currently, we are developing a micro-processor controlled

process radiation monitoring system. Design and inspection

teams have been set up within a software production project,

and Verification and Validation (V&V) activities are being

conducted according to a definite program, the details of which

are described in this text.
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2. BWR RADIATION MONITORING SYSTEMS FOR SAFETY SYSTEMS

A variety of monitoring systems (e.g., process monitors,

and area monitors) are installed at BWR power plants (Fig. 1).

They include: main steam line radiation monitors, as process

monitors, which stop plant operation by detecting damage to the

fuel rods at as early a stage as possible; and fuel handling

area ventilation radiation monitors and stack radiation

monitors, which prevent radioactive leakage. High reliability

is required for these radiation monitoring systems.

3. DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY

3.1 ACTIVITY FLOW AND DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM

Figure 2 shows the flow of activities in the present

development project.

When a system design is completed, the first review is

conducted by all of the teams participating in the project. At

this time, the system concept, specifications, and requirements

are verified ' on a system-wide basi3. Past operational

experience is also considered. Subsequently, each team carries

on its own development work according to the system design plan.

In this text, discussion centers on software designing.

When the basic design by the software team is complete, the

hardware and V&V teams conduct the fourth review, evaluating the

software requirements and specifications in conjunction with the

previous design work. In the fifth verification review, the V&V

team verifies whether the detailed design, coding, and single

software module testing technique, developed by the software

team, agree with the system design. In the



sixth verification review, confirmation is made as to whether

the test planning by the V&V team covers all verification items

(requirements, specifications, functions, etc. in the system

design). Validation and System evaluation activities are

carried out according to the test specifications by the V&V

team. In the seventh and eighth reviews, the final

verification is made regarding the functions, performance,

characteristics, etc. of the system for which designing is

complete.

To facilitate verification, the following features are

employed:

(1) a top-down software documentation system;

(2) Problem Analysis Diagram (PAD); and

(3) a one-through program structure.

The results of each review are all documented.

3.2 SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION SYSTEM

The following documents are available in the top-down

software documentation system:

(1) System Design and Requirements;

(2) Software Requirements and Specifications;

(3) Program Structure Diagram;

(4) Memory Allocation Table;

(5) Input/Output Signal Table;

(6) PAD;
i • •

(7) Software Module Test Requirements;

(8) Hardware and Software Integration Test

Requirements;
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(9) Validation Test Report; and

(10) Reliability Assessment.

It ia also important that traceabilities are supported by

software documents. With regard to item (2) above, the

following are taken into consideration in the design review:

(1) algorithms;

(2) system response time;

(3) accuracy;

(4) security requirements;

(5) protection of all controlled devices within the

plant;

(6) fail-safe features;

(7) man-machine interfaces;

(8) maintenability;

(9) failure mode effect analyses; and

(10) fault tree analyses.

These ten considerations are basically the same as those

made in conventional software development.

3-3 PROBLEM ANALYSIS DIAGRAM

In the software development, PAD formating (a unique

method developed by Hitachi) is employed in program designing

instead of the more conventional flowcharts. As seen by the

examples in Table 1, PAD permits simplified representation of

processes which are usually presented by complicated

flowcharts. It also facilitates validity checking by its

improved traceability feature.
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3.4 SOFTWARE PROGRAM STRUCTURE

The third feature which facilitates verification, is the

one-through program structure shown in Figure 3« This program

structure simplifies interrelationships between software

modules, thereby facilitating checking operation. In each

module, specifications for validity checks at the processing

entry and exit and associated internal processing are well

defined. The types of processing that are peculiar to this

radiation monitoring system are calculation processing (e.g.,

the ratemeter algorithm) and error check processing. Error

checking is performed mainly through:

(1) a watchdog timer;

"(2) validity checks on data at the entry of each software

module; and

(3) calibration by simulated input supplied to the

preamplifier of a radiation detector.

For item (3)f verification must be made periodically by a

control room operator.

3.5 RATEMETER ALGORITHM

The log ratemeter algorithm presented the most difficult

problem to be solved. One of the main objectives of this

algorithm development is to get the same, or better

characteristics than a conventional analog log ratemeter. A

conventional analog log ratemeter is structured by several

piled pump circuits which have a C-R filter function. And it

outputs a logarithmic value of count rate.
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We developed the following algorithm by analyzing the pump

circuits principal. This algorithm is based on a first order

delay digital filtering theory. ^ Then, the logarithmic value
* •

of the calculated result is the digital ratemeter's output.

Ri = Ki * Ri.-j + (1 - Ki) * Ci'/TB (1)

Ki = EXP(-TB/Ti) (2)

Ti = f(Ri.1) (3)

where

Ri: calculated rate at time step i (cps)

Cj_: accumulated counts of input pulses in a given

period TB

Ki s attenuation constant

Ti: time constant (sec)

TB: counter's sampling time (sec)

We carried out a number of simulations to compare the

algorithm results to those with a conventional analog ratemeter

circuit.

As a result, it was found that the new algorithm ensured

the rising and falling characteristics of the count rate and

dose rate linearity that were equivalent to, or even better

than those obtained with the conventional system. It was also

found that the monitoring instrument drift was reduced by

eliminating the analog ratemeter and implementing the developed

algorithm with a micro-processor.
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Figures 4 and 5 show some results of the validation tests.

Figure 4 gives the log ratemeter's relative statistic error.

The linearity of the data line plotted in Figure 5 further

verified the developed algorithm and the relationships given by

equations (1), (2) and (3).

4. RESULTS

The design and V&V method described have lead to enhanced

monitoring system performance in comparison with that of a

conventional analog circuit system, as shown in Table 2.

The number of hardware parts in essential circuits was

reduced, the system structure was simplified and its

reliability was improved. In addition, the following excellent

features were incorporated:

• (1) a semi-automated calibration function, .which reduces

the need for complicated adjustments;

(2) improved man-machine interfaces with bar graph data

and numerical digital data display capabilities; and

(3) enhanced Electrical Magnetic Interference(EMI)

resistance through use of optical signal

transmissions between the radiation detectors and the

control units.

Figure 6 shows an external view of the monitoring system.
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5. CONCLUSION

We have outlined the activities involved in the

development of a micro-processor controlled process radiation

monitoring system which is characterized by high' reliability

and high performance. Using the experience gained in the

present work, our future objectives include the development of

safety systems providing better cost-performance by more

extensive use of micro-processors. '

Finally, we wish to express our gratitude to various

•persons in electric power companies and research laboratories

for their valuable advice in the course of th.e present

development.
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Table 1 EXAMPLE OF PAD FORMATING
STATEMENT

DO

STATEMENT

PASCAL

FOR I : m TO n DO H

RAD

IKmTOnl 1 H i

FLOW CHART

IF THEN

ELSE

STATEMENT

F Q THEN H,
ELSE H2

Q

Q

ARITHMATIC

IF

STATEMENT

IF E<0 THEN H,
ELSE IF E=0

THEN H2
ELSE H3

E>o



RADIATION MONITORING SOFTWARE PROGRAM FLOW DIAGRAM

START )
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Fig.. 3 ONE-THROUGH PROGRAM
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Table 2 COMPARISON WITH THE CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM

ITEM

NOISE
RESISTANCE

DRIFT

TYPES, OF
HARDWARE

ADJUSTMENT

POINTS

F L O O R

S P A C E

CONVENTIONAL SYSTEM

COAXIAL CABLE
ENCLOSED IN CONDUIT

± 4 %/FS

7

10 PER UNIT

1

DEVELOPED SYSTEM

OPTICAL CABLE

± 2 %/FS

2

3 .PER UNIT

0.8
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Fig. 6 THE EXTERNAL VIEW OF THE
MICRO-PROCESSOR CONTROLLED
RADIATION MONITOR
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